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There once lived a young boy named Felix. He adored sweets and hated proper meals prepared by his 
mum. He picked on them so much that everyone calls him Fussy Felix.
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It was a lazy Sunday evening. Felix was watching television while his mum was  preparing dinner. To Felix, 
mum’s cooking was bland, tasteless, and most importantly, not chocolatey!  Felix hated the smell of 

mum’s cooking so much that it eventually knocked him out.
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NOCANDIESofLand

When Felix opened his eyes, he was not in his living room anymore!  “Where am I?” wondered Felix. Just 
then, he realized that he had arrived at an unfamiliar place,  the Land of No Candies.  His heart began to 

race.  Feeling nervous, he stood up and started exploring the place.
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As he walked further, he encountered strange looking creatures that looked like the food his mum would 
normally cook. Just then, he realized that the creatures were moving and pointing at him.

“These creatures can talk and move!”, Felix exclaimed.
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Feeling uncomfortable and afraid, Fussy Felix started to run in search of a hiding place.
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Hiding Place

Start

Activity: Let’s help Felix �nd a hiding place!
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“Phew! This place should be safe!”, sighed Felix.
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Feeling tired from the run, Felix began looking for his chocolate bar in his pocket.
“Yeah! My favourite chocolate bar!”, exclaimed Felix.
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Just as he was about to take his �rst bite, he suddenly heard, “Felix! How dare you eat chocolates at Land of 
No Candies?!”
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Felix looked up in shock and saw an army of food creatures approaching him in all directions. 
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“How do y-you know... my na-name?” stuttured Felix.  “Of course we do, Fussy Felix! You are the one 
who has been wasting food and throwing us away. Now, we will let you have a taste of your own 

medicine!” replied the food creatures.  Suddenly, the food creatures began moving closer towards Felix.
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NOOOOOOo
oO!

Felix then began shouting for help but no one could save him.
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Just then, one of the food creatures grabbed Felix by his collar and started tossing him to the other 
food creatures. “Now do you understand the pain of throwing us away?” said the angry food creatures 

while Felix continued crying to help.
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4April

4April

While the food creatures were tossing Felix around, mum suddenly shouted “Felix! Dinner’s ready!”
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4April

Felix heard mum’s shout and woke up!
“Felix, wake up! What happened? Did you have a nightmare?” asked his mum.
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Felix told his mum about what he had dreamt earlier. “It was so scary!” cried Felix.
“It was just a nightmare, Felix. Just make sure you do not waste anymore food in the future so that you 

won’t have such nightmares again,” replied his mum. “Anyway, it’s time for dinner.” 
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Felix went to the dining table, still shocked from the nightmare earlier.
“Here Felix. Have some vegetables and meat. I’ve prepared some fruits for dessert as well.”

Felix was hesistant to eat the food mum had put on his plate.
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Just as Felix was about to push away the food mom had given him, his mum said, “Felix, remember to 
�nish your meal, or else...”  Before she could �nish her sentence, Felix had already started gobbling 

down his plate of food.
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“Always remember not to be picky and 
eat your candies in moderation!”

- The Food Creatures
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